These extension arrangements are a simple means of
providing additional telephones on one line. They do not
provide intercommunication between the telephones,
but with plan 1 it is possible to transfer a call to an
extension. These plans enable a group of people in an
office to share one line when their use of a telephone
individually is not heavy.

PLAN1

Bell
EXTENSION 2

Bell
EXTENSION I

Bell near each
extension rings
when button
on main
is pressed

MAIN TELEPHONE

Incoming call
rings bell in
this telephone only

Exchange line

FACILITIES
Up to five internal extensions can be added to
the main telephone.
Incoming calls are received at the main
telephone but can be answered by any
extension. Only the main bell rings.
The main telephone can call any of the
extensions by press-button, and can talk to the
extension while an exchange call is in progress ;
that extension can take over the call, the
receiver on the main telephone being replaced
without cutting off the call. The conversation
between the main and extension telephones can
be heard by the exchange-line caller.
All telephones can call the exchange direct.
Certain combinations of this arrangement with
plans lA and 4 are possible.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The photograph shows the ordinary type of
telephone (left) side by side with the modern
telephone. The arrangement can be provided
using all ordinary telephones or all modern
telephones and the two types cannot be mixed.
When modern telephones are used the main
instrument can be black, two-tone grey, or
ivory; the extension instruments can be
provided in the full range of colours (see
General Information leaflet· DLX 1 or modern
telephone leaflet).

PLAN1A

EXTENSION 2

Bell rings in
each extension
telephone
unless
switched

EXTENSION I
Bell cut-off
switch

MAIN TELEPHONE

Incoming calls
always ring
the bell in
this telephone

Exchange line

FACILITIES
Up to five extensions, internal or external, can
normally be added to the main telephone.
In exceptional circumstances more than :five
telephones can be added. The main telephone
and up to five extension telephones can usually
have bells, but on certain types of public
exchange the number of bells which can be
provided is restricted to two.
The bell in any extension may be cut off at

will , by a switch on the telephone.
Incoming calls can be answered at any
telephone.

All telephones call the exchange direct.
Certain combinations of this arrangement
with plans 1 and 4 are possible.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The arrangement can be provided using all
ordinary telephones or all modern telephones and
the two types cannot be mixed. When modern
telephones are used on an exclusive line, both
main and extension instruments are available in
the full range of colours. When used on a shared
service line, the main telephone can be provided
in the full range of colours but the extension
telephones are available only in black, two-tone
grey, and ivory.
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Rental and connexion charges
are quoted in the preface sheet
THE TELEPHONE MANAGER
WILL GLADLY SUPPLY
ANY FURTHER INFORMATION

